IFR TRAINING HOODS
BLOCKALLS TRAINING GLASSES
Designed by pilots for pilots. Blockalls™
resolve problems with existing view
limiting devices. Weighing in at just under
1oz, it's easy to forget you are wearing
them. Engineered to easily penetrate
the seal of your headset eliminating the
hassle of having to remove it first and can
be worn for extended periods of time without discomfort, thanks to the
soft rubber nose piece and streamlined temple tips. Tailored off center
viewing also keeps more of your time inside the flight deck rather than
outside. Recommended by AOPA/ Flight Training.
Description
Part Number
Price
Black
13-06240
$20.95
Silver
13-06241
$20.95
CFI Right Seat
13-20135
$22.95
Helicopter
13-18969
$21.95

JIFFYHOOD
A lightweight plastic hood that does the job inexpensively, Jiffyhood stows rolled up in a flight
case, or even in your pocket. Has an adjustable
elastic headband for comfortable fit.
P/N 13-03457............$10.95

WP
FRANCIS IFR HOOD
Francis hood restricts your vision
totally to your instruments & because
its small, will not block any part of an
instructors vision. Made of lightweight,
shock-resistant plastic, and has cushioned face pad for comfort. Adjustable
elastic headband.
P/N 3362...................$54.75

OLD FOGGIES™ IFR TRAINING GLASSES

IFR Glasses’ Old Foggies™ brand view
limiting device was developed in order to
balance the training value of a view limiting device without further limiting the pilot
from being able to read his/her charts. Old
Foggies™blend of precision fogging and custom powered corrective lenses allows for the precise amount of the instrument panel viewing without any view of the horizon. Old Foggies™ are
available in customizable powers with no need for a prescription. Available
in Clear and Light Mirrored Tint (a reflective coating that eliminates glare
without further limiting visibility). Available Powers: 1.5, 2.0, 2.5
Description
Clear Lens Fog 1.0
Clear Lens Fog 1.5
Clear Lens Fog 2.0
Clear Lens Fog 2.5
Clear Lens Fog 3.0
Tint Lens Light Mirrored Tint Fog 1.5
Tint Lens Light Mirrored Tint Fog 2.0
Tint Lens Light Mirrored Tint Fog 2.5
Tint Lens Tinted Fog 1.5
Tint Lens Tinted Fog 2.0
Tint Lens Tinted Fog 2.5

Part No.
13-05004
13-05005
13-05006
13-05007
13-05008
13-05009
13-05010
13-05011
13-05012
13-05013
13-05014

Price
$29.95
$29.95
$29.95
$29.95
$29.95
$29.95
$29.95
$29.95
$32.95
$29.95
$29.95
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SUPER HOOD
Ideal with eye glasses or headsets it
slides in under the head
set with
out
relinquishing control of the aircraft and
it can be instantly removed at any time
for a safe approach or landing. Blocks
outside reference but provides a full
panel view to reduce vertigo. Light
weight (3 oz.) and comfortable.
P/N 13-30200............$21.75

CLOUD-EEZE™ IFR TRAINING GLASSES

Prices Subject to Change Without Notice
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OVERCASTERS

The ‘Best Hood’ is a sturdy paper hood
which is amazingly simple yet very effective.
Its inexpensive, it folds flat for the flight bag and is an excellent vision
limiting device for instrument pilot training. Easy to use, the hood has a
comfortable elastic headband and it fits easily over glasses.
P/N 17-00020............$15.85

HA

FOGGLES
A creative solution to the problems
caused by wearing a large hood on
your head. Foggles fit and feel like
glasses, but the opaque frosting on
the top and sides let you see only
the in
stru
ment panel. Your out the
window view is always foggy. Wear
them with headsets and microphone with no interference or discomfort.
They come with a protective carrying case and weigh only two ounces.
Clear.............................................................P/N 13-06500............$18.95
Yellow...........................................................P/N 17-00039............$22.95

Overcasters is a unique IFR training tool
which clips to glasses (sunglasses or RX)
in seconds. Flip-up in one easy motion
for easy transition. Feather light with no
straps, helmets, or hoods. Accepted by IFR
examiners for checkriders.
P/N 13-33799............$16.95

BEST HOOD:
IFR TRAINING HOOD

ME

JEPP SHADES
Replaces bulky, hard-to-use instrument training hoods. The improved
design allows better student/instructor
interaction. The Cockpit proven design
works conveniently under headsets
and the universal adjusting strap reduces pressure on the ears and
temple. The Velcro™ strap fits comfortably and flip-up lens allows convenient IFR/VFR flight transition. The high quality polycarbonate lens is
impact resistant............................................P/N 13-404311..........$24.50

Provides a complete view of even the most sophisticated instrument panel. Weighs less than 2 oz.
Stores easily in a flight bag with the flaps folded
in. The Hoody® fits most caps. No hooks, no clips,
just slips on and off. Easily molds to the bill of your
favorite cap...................P/N 13-12753............$19.95

Developed in order to balance the training
value of a view limiting device without further limiting the pilot from being able to read
his/her charts. Old Foggies™ blend of precision fogging and custom powered corrective
lenses allows for the precise amount of the
instrument panel viewing without any view
of the horizon. Old Foggies™ are available in customizable powers with
no need for a prescription. Available in Clear and Light Mirrored Tint (a
reflective coating that eliminates glare without further limiting visibility).
Available Powers: 1.5, 2.0, 2.5
Cloud-eeze Clear Lens................................P/N 13-05015............$17.50
Cloud-eeze Tint Lens...................................P/N 13-05016............$18.95

CM

IFR TRAINING
GLASSES
Polycarbonate Lenses (UV Protected).
Adjustable frames High brow area
to prevent “peeking”. Opaque frosting to simulate actual IFR conditions.
Protective carrying bag included.
P/N 13-12050............$17.95

VIBAN
Weighs only 2 oz., making it easy
to put on and take off during flight.
Provides a perfect view of the instrument panel while providing complete
occlusion forward and to the side.
Even more, ViBAN folds compactly to
fit in its own durable case and is easily
stored in your flight bag.
Without Nosepiece.......................................P/N 13-02022............$38.95
With Nosepiece............................................P/N 13-02023............$38.95
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